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Abstract

We exhibit a new method of constructing non-Lorentzian models by applying a method

we refer to as starting from a so-called seed Lagrangian. This method typically produces

additional constraints in the system that can drastically alter the physical content of the

model. We demonstrate our method for particles, scalars and vector fields.
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1 Introduction and Summary of the Results

Theories without relativistic symmetries have recently attracted a renewed interest, see for ex-

ample [1–3] for recent reviews. This is motivated by their relevance to many physical situations

in e.g. applications to condensed matter physics [4, 5], hydrodynamics [6–8] and gravitational

problems [9–14]. They have also featured prominently in non-relativistic variants of hologra-

phy [15–17]. In this work we shall be concerned with two types of structures that arise from

breaking Lorentz invariance and the interplay of these two structures.1

The first instance is the Galilean limit of small velocities compared to the speed of light

and where the time coordinate becomes absolute in the sense that it is not affected by the

boost symmetries. The corresponding Galilei algebra is given in (2.4) below and well known to

be a contraction of the relativistic Poincaré algebra [22]. The Galilei algebra can be centrally

extended to the Bargmann algebra that also appears in many non-relativistic systems where the

extension is related to a mass scale.

1See [18–21] for discussions and classifications of all possible kinematic algebras in dimensions bigger than

2 + 1.
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The second instance is the Carrollian limit where the speed of light is formally small compared

to the characteristic velocities of the system [10, 13, 14, 23–27]. The associated Carroll algebra

can also be obtained by a contraction of the Poincaré algebra [28,29] and is given in (2.10). In a

Carrollian setting space becomes absolute in that it is not affected by Carrollian boosts. There

is no central extension of the Carroll algebra in D > 2 space-time dimensions. One can consider

a non-central extension (by a derivation) that is dual to the Bargmann algebra. This algebraic

correspondence was discussed recently in [30].

From the above description of these two non-Lorentzian structures it is clear that there is

a formal relation between the algebras of Galilei and the Carroll (both without extensions) in

D = d+ 1 space-time dimensions under the formal interchange of space and time2

~x←→ t . (1.1)

This type of relation has been studied for example in [32] and for d > 1 spatial dimensions

it is clearly only a formal relation.3 For d = 1 it becomes exact and includes also the central

extensions of the algebras, see for example [21, 33].4 We discuss the case of extensions in

appendix A.

The mapping is also reflected at the level of the (repeated) action of the boost generators on

the space and time coordinates. Denoting the Galilei and Carroll boosts by δG and δC we have

that

δ2G~x = δG(~βt) = 0 (Galilei) ,

δ2Ct = δC(~β · ~x) = 0 (Carroll) , (1.2)

where ~β labels the parameter of the (Galilei or Carroll) boost. We can also write these equations

as

~x −→ t −→ 0 (Galilei) ,

t −→ ~x −→ 0 (Carroll) . (1.3)

under the respective boosts. The fact that the boosts of these non-Lorentzian structures are

(two-step) nilpotent is due to the contraction of the Lorentz boosts that turn an orthogonal

matrix into a triangular (unipotent) one.

The central point of this paper is that one can use the formal relation between Galilei and

Carroll, together with the nilpotency, to construct new non-Lorentzian systems from known

ones. The connection is different from ones discussed in previous literature [31,32,35].

To explain our procedure, we consider a Carroll-invariant Lagrangian LC that we shall refer

to as a seed for a Galilei-invariant Lagrangian. Applying the usual Galilei transformations δG
will not be an invariance of the seed Lagrangian LC since δGLC 6= 0. However, there are cases

2In [31] there is the notion of ‘Carroll time’ s that is given by s = Cct. In this paper, we set c = C = 1 and

therefore s = t and we will always use the letter t for the time coordinate.
3This relation should be distinguished from the Bargmann and Carroll duality introduced in [31].
4This type of mapping can be generalized to the case where we include corrections to the Galilei and Carroll

algebras [34]. It can also be generalized to cases with higher-dimensional foliations [32,35].
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where it is possible to add terms Lχ
C involving new Lagrange multipliers variables χ to LC such

that δG(LC + Lχ
C) = 0. The new terms added modify the dynamics, but ensure invariance of

the system. A sufficient condition for this procedure to work is that the non-vanishing variation

δGLC of the seed Lagrangian LC can be written as a product where one factor is invariant under

the Galilei transformations and the other factor can contain terms that are not invariant.

In the non-Lorentzian context this condition is often met because of the two-step nilpo-

tency (1.3) since the boost transformation of any variable is proportional to a variable with

vanishing boost transformation. Therefore, we expect to be able to find a supplementary term

Lχ
C that makes the extended system invariant under Galilei transformations. The same argu-

ment applies when taking as a starting seed a Galilei Lagrangian LG that then is made Carroll

invariant by adding a term Lχ
G to it.

We show that this procedure of starting from a seed Lagrangian works in a variety of cases,

starting from particle models, over scalar field theories to p-form gauge theories where also

Yang–Mills is included. Some of the models we construct in this way are new to the best of

our knowledge and we give some preliminary analysis of their physical significance. It would

be very interesting to extend our analysis to gravity, possibly producing new non-Lorentzian

gravitational models beyond the ones already known [8,10,14,25,27,36,37].

As the procedure involves Lagrange multipliers, the new dynamics has additional constraints

and we therefore find non-Lorentzian models with and without constraints [32]. In many cases we

can also think of the different models as being of electric or magnetic type where this distinction

is related to a dominance of time derivatives over space derivatives or vice versa. However, as

will become clear from our analysis, this terminology is less unique than the distinction in terms

of theories with or without constraints.

We shall also show that the models with constraints can often be related to another con-

struction of non-Lorentzian models that naturally induces systems with Lagrangian multipliers.

This construction can be called the quadratic divergence trick and was studied in [38]. The

version we require applies whenever the Lagrangian has a divergence ω2X2 quadratic in some

contraction parameter ω →∞, with X any expression in terms of the fields. We can control this

divergence by introducing a Lagrange multiplier χ for every (component of) X as follows [38]:

ω2X2 −→ −
1

ω2
χ2 − 2χX . (1.4)

Integrating out the algebraic χ from the expression on the right reproduces the original La-

grangian ω2X2, so that classically this is a completely equivalent description of the system

before taking the limit. However, in the replaced theory we can take the limit ω → ∞ and

then are left with a Lagrange multiplier term −2χX that enforces a new constraint in the con-

tracted theory which now has different dynamics and invariances. The relation between these

two constructions will be explained in section 4.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we study world-line models and show

how the seed Lagrangian method produces new non-Lorentzian models. The same approach is

then applied to scalar field theories in section 3 and to p-form fields in section 4.
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2 Particle models

We start our discussion with the interplay of the well-known massless Galilean particle model

[39,40] and the time-like Carroll particles [24,31] that both have the same space-time dynamical

variables [32, 34]. Later we will see how the time-like Carroll particle can be used as a seed to

construct a new massless Galilean particle. The construction is possible due to the introduction

of Lagrange multiplier variables that restrict the dynamics of the new massless Galilean particle.

As we will see an analogous construction for a new timelike Carroll particle can be done starting

with the ordinary massless Galilei particle. An analysis of the massive Galilei particle, relying

on the centrally extended Galilei algebra, can be found in appendix A.

We work in flat D-dimensional space-time with signature (− + + . . .+) and indices a =

1, . . . , d label the (flat) spatial directions, where D = 1 + d. The Planck constant, the velocity

of light c and its Carrollian analogue C [28, 31] will be set to one, ~ = c = C = 1 in this work.

2.1 Magnetic massless Galilei particle

We start by considering the spinless massless Galilei particle that depends on the ordinary phase

space variables. It carries so-called ‘colour’ [39] that we denote by m. The canonical Lagrangian

is (see also [40])

LmG = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−
e

2

(

~p 2 −m2
)

, (2.1)

the dot derivative here is with respect to a dimensionless world-line parameter τ . The mass-

shell constraint only depends on the spatial momentum, this is the reason we call the particle a

magnetic massless Galilei particle. The Lagrangian (2.1) is invariant under the Galilei transfor-

mations

δGx
a = ǫa − ωabxb + βat , δGt = η , (2.2a)

δGp
a = −ωabpb , δGE = βapa , (2.2b)

along with δGe = 0. The transformation of the momentum variables (E, ~p) follows from invari-

ance of the symplectic structure terms of (2.1). The parameters (ǫa, η, βa , ω[ab]) are constant

and parametrise spatial translations, time translations, Galilei boosts and spatial rotations,

respectively. In analogy with (1.3) we see that we have a two-step nilpotency

E → ~p→ 0 (2.3)

under Galilei boosts. Note in particular that δG~p = 0 under boosts and that the momenta are

invariant under the translations ǫa and η.
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The algebra of symmetries of the magnetic Galilei particle is the Galilei algebra without

central extension

[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc ,

[Jab, Bc] = δbcBa − δacBb ,

[Jab, Tc] = δbcTa − δacTb ,

[Jab,H] = 0 ,

[Ba, Bb] = 0 ,

[Ba, Tb] = 0 ,

[Ba,H] = −Ta ,

[Ta, Tb] = [Ta,H] = 0 , (2.4)

where Jab (anti-symmetric parameter ωab) are the so(d) spatial rotations, Ba (parameter βa)

the commuting Galilei boosts, Ta (parameter ǫa) the spatial translations and the Hamiltonian

H (parameter η) corresponds to time translations.

Even though it is standard, we briefly present the canonical analysis for the Lagrangian (2.1).

Denoting all conjugate momenta with a letter π, we have the primary constraints5

πE = πe = πa
p = 0 , πt = E , πa

x = pa (2.5)

The final Dirac Hamiltonian is

HD =
e

2

(

~p 2 −m2
)

+ πeλ(τ), (2.6)

where λ(τ) is an arbitrary function of τ . Stability of the primary constraints implies the sec-

ondary constraint ~p 2 − m2 = 0 from the evolution of πe = 0. The other primary constraints

in (2.5) form second-class pairs and therefore do not appear in the Dirac Hamiltonian. Work-

ing in d spatial dimensions there are then 4 + 2d constraints in total among which there are 2

first-class constraints corresponding to world-line reparametrisation invariance. Therefore the

total count of degrees of freedom in phase space is 2× (3 + 2d)− 2× 2− (2 + 2d) = 2× d. This

number is composed out of the 2× (d− 1) components of the (~x, ~p) sector (since ~p 2 = m2) and

the 2× 1 degrees of freedom of the pair (t, E) and these two sectors decouple.

An important comment on the interpretation of the 2 × (d − 1) degrees of freedom in the

(~x, ~p) sector is in order. Since the constraint ~p 2 = m2 is in Euclidean space, making it second-

class is inconsistent with fixing the reparametrisation to τ = t. Rather one has to consider a

‘Euclidean evolution’ τ = x1 (say) and the reduced d−1 degrees of freedom can be considered as

transverse to this choice of Euclidean direction, for an analogous situation for a non-relativistic

non-vibrating string see [41,42].

We note that we could replace the mass-shell constraint ~p 2−m2 = 0 by an arbitrary potential

V (~p 2) that would lead to the same counting of degrees of freedom (as long as the derivative of

the potential is non-zero at the origin). Since ~p is Galilei boost invariant, this modification also

preserves non-relativistic Galilei invariance.

5We follow the convention that πt = −

∂L

∂ṫ
and πE = −

∂L

∂Ė
, while the other conjugate momenta are defined

with a plus sign. These definitions are due the symplectic part of the canonical actions.
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2.2 Electric massive Carroll particle

The canonical Lagrangian for a time-like massive Carroll particle [24,31] is

LeC = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−
e

2

(

−E2 +m2
)

. (2.7)

where t is the Carrollian time [28, 31] and we recall that we set c = C = 1. We call (2.7)

the electric Carroll particle since the mass-shell constraint only depends on the energy. The

Lagrangian (2.7) is invariant under the Carroll transformations

δCx
a = ǫa − ωabxb , δCp

a = −ωabpb + βaE , (2.8a)

δC t = η + ~β · ~x , δCE = 0 . (2.8b)

The einbein is invariant δCe = 0. In analogy with (1.3) we have the two-step nilpotency relation

~p→ E → 0 (2.9)

under Carroll boosts.

The algebra of these transformations is the Carroll algebra

[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc ,

[Jab,Kc] = δbcKa − δacKb ,

[Jab, Tc] = δbcTa − δacTb ,

[Jab,H] = 0 ,

[Ka,Kb] = 0 ,

[Ka, Tb] = −δabH ,

[Ka,H] = 0 ,

[Ta, Tb] = [Ta,H] = 0 . (2.10)

The Carrollian boosts are called Ka in order to distinguish them from the Galilean ones.

The Carroll Lagrangian (2.7) and Carroll transformations (2.8) can be obtained from the

corresponding ones of the magnetic massless Galilei case (see (2.1), (2.2)) under the map [32,34]

t←→ ~x , ~p←→ −E . (2.11)

Besides the global transformations (2.8), the Lagrangian also enjoys a gauge-invariance asso-

ciated with world-line reparametrisations. In order to exhibit this and to illustrate the physical

content, we perform a canonical analysis of (2.7). We assume e 6= 0 and E 6= 0 to work at a

generic point in phase space.

Denoting the canonical momenta of the variables by π, we have the primary constraints

πE = 0 , πt − E = 0 , πa
p = 0 , πa

x − pa = 0 , πe = 0 . (2.12)

The final Dirac Hamiltonian is

HD =
e

2

(

−E2 +m2
)

+ λeπe (2.13)
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and the stability of the primary constraints leads to the secondary constraint

−E2 +m2 = 0 . (2.14)

There are no further constraints. The total number of constraints is therefore 4 + 2d if one also

takes the vector indices in d space dimensions into account. Among these, two are first-class

and the remaining 2 + 2d constraints are second-class. This leads to the expected total number

of 2× (3 + 2d)− 2× 2− (2 + 2d) = 2× d physical degrees of freedom in phase space. These are

completely due to the variables (~x, ~p). The equations of motion of (2.7) indeed force ~x and ~p to

be constants whose arbitrary values parametrise the physical phase space. The constancy of ~x

reflects the well-known fact that a time-like Carroll particle does not move.

Taking into account also the gauge transformation of the Lagrange multiplier, we arrive the

following gauge transformations of the variables appearing in (2.7):

δλe = λ̇ , δλt = λE (2.15)

while the other variables in (2.7) are gauge-invariant. The generator of the gauge transformation

is

G = λ̇ πe +
λ

2
(−E2 +m2) . (2.16)

Similar to the case of the magnetic massless Galilei particle, we could also allow for more

general dispersion relations of the form V (E) −m2 = 0. This does not influence the counting

of degrees of freedom as long as V (E) is not constant. Moreover, it preserves Carroll invariance

since δCE = 0.

2.3 Electric massless Galilei particle

We now come to the application of the strategy outlined in the introduction that generates new

non-relativistic Lagrangians from seed Lagrangians. For a two-step nilpotency of the form (2.3)

and canonical Lagrangians of the form

LC = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−H(e,E, p) (2.17)

the strategy is guaranteed to work in general since

δGLC = −
∂H

∂E
δGE = −

∂H

∂E
βapa = −δG(χ

apa) (2.18)

for δGχ
a = βa ∂H

∂E . Therefore LG = LC + χapa is Galilei invariant. A similar reasoning applies

when starting from a Galilei invariant LG of a similar form due to the two-step nilpotency (2.9).

Our first example to illustrate this is to take as the seed Lagrangian the electric massive

Carroll particle (2.7) with constraint E2 − m2 = 0. Clearly this mass-shell constraint is not

invariant under the Galilei transformations (2.2) since

δG(E
2 −m2) = 2E~β · ~p . (2.19)
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However, it is proportional to ~p for which we know that δG~p = 0, see (2.3). We can therefore

construct a new invariant mass-shell constraint by adding a Lagrange multiplier ~χ term to the

constraint via

E2 −m2 − 2~χ · ~p = 0 . (2.20)

If the transformation of the new variable ~χ is given by

δG~χ = E~β , (2.21)

the new constraint (2.20) is Galilei boost invariant. Note that in this case in order to have

the Galilei invariance of the canonical Lagrangian we need to introduce a Lagrange multiplier

variable ~χ that restricts the dynamics to ~p = 0. This restriction of the dynamics is a general

feature of the procedure based on the nilpotency of the transformations. Note moreover that

the new variable ~χ extends the two-step nilpotent chain to a three-step chain:

~χ→ E → ~p→ 0 . (2.22)

With this new Lagrange multiplier we can write the action of the electric massless Galilei

particle as

LeG = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−
e

2

(

E2 −m2 − 2~χ · ~p
)

. (2.23)

In order to elucidate the dynamical content of the Lagrangian (2.23) we again perform a

canonical analysis. For simplicity, we make the field redefinition χ̃a ≡ eχa in order to disentangle

the two Lagrange multipliers. The canonical momenta dual to the variables (E, t, pa, xa, e, χ̃a)

are all constrained by primary constraints that read explicitly

πE = 0 , πt − E = 0 , πa
p = 0 , πa

x − pa = 0 , πe = 0 , πa
χ̃ = 0 . (2.24)

There are two secondary constraint given by

E2 −m2 = 0 , pa = 0 . (2.25)

There are no further constraints and we work at a generic point in phase space, meaning that we

assume that e 6= 0 and ~p 6= 0. Among the total of 4 + 4d constraints there are 2 + 2d first-class

and 2 + 2d second-class constraints. This leads to a total number of 2 × (3 + 3d) − 2 × (2 +

2d) − (2 + 2d) = 0 degrees of freedom. Thus, there are no propagating dynamics contained

in the Lagrangian (2.23). This result is not surprising since the Lagrange multipliers e and ~χ

force all variables to constant values and there are no non-trivial solutions of the equations of

motion then. Yet another way of arriving at this conclusion is by integrating out the fields that

appear algebraically by using their equations of motion. After integrating out (E,χa, pa, e). the

Lagrangian reduces to a total derivative, also showing that there are no dynamics contained in

it.

For completeness, we also record the gauge transformations of (2.23):

δλ,~σe = λ̇ , δλ,~σt = −λE , δλ,~σχ̃
a = σ̇a , δλ,~σx

a = −σa , δλ,~σp
a = 0 , δλ,~σE = 0 . (2.26)
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Here, λ and σa are arbitrary functions of the world-line parameter.

We note that, since the equation of motion for ~χ enforces ~p = 0 on-shell, the transformation

of E under a Galilei boost is zero on-shell, see (2.2). This means that we can define a modified

Galilei boost by adding a trivial transformation, following the general pattern δ̃ϕI = δϕI+aIJ
δL
δϕJ

for any anti-symmetric aIJ , where ϕI ranges over all fields in the action. In the present case,

we can arrange this to arrive at

δ̃GE = 0 , δ̃G~χ = −~β
ṫ

e
. (2.27)

All other transformations in (2.2) remain unchanged. Since now E is invariant under this

modified Galilei boost, there is no longer any reason to use the free non-relativistic dispersion

relation E2 −m2 and we could substitute E by an arbitrary function V (E) while maintaining

invariance under Galilei boosts. This again does not modify the invariances or the counting of

degrees of freedom.

More generally, the Lagrangian (2.23) is invariant under the transformations

δGχ
a = Eβa − ωabχb − ωab

(1)pb , (2.28)

where ωab simply represents the usual spatial rotations while ωab
(1) = ω

[ab]
(1) is a seemingly new

transformation that does not act on (E, pa). It is trivially a symmetry since L varies into

ωab
(1)papb = 0 under it. Since pa = e−1 δL

δχa
is proportional to an anti-symmetric combination of

the equations of motion, the symmetry is actually a trivial, or zilch, symmetry of the system.

It also arises in the commutator of two boost transformations on χ:

[δβ1 , δβ2 ]χ
a = (βa

2β
b
1 − βa

1β
b
2)pb = δσ(1)

χa (2.29)

with σab
(1) = 2β

[a
1 β

b]
2 . We can think of (2.29) as an example of an open algebra.

2.4 Magnetic massive Carroll particle

Now we will construct a Carroll invariant particle with Lagrange multiplier starting from the

magnetic Galilei invariant Lagrangian (2.1) as a seed. The mass-shell constraint is ~p 2−m2 = 0.

It is not invariant under the Carroll transformations (2.8)

δC(~p
2 −m2) = 2~p · ~β E , (2.30)

but is proportional to E which is invariant under Carroll transformation, see (2.9). Therefore

we can again add a Lagrange multiplier term to obtain a magnetic massive Carroll-invariant

action

LmC = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−
e

2

(

~p 2 −m2 − 2χ · E
)

. (2.31)

The Carroll boost transformation of χ is given by

δCχ = ~p · ~β , (2.32)
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again giving rise to a three-step nilpotency

χ→ ~p→ E → 0 . (2.33)

We again perform a canonical analysis after redefining the Lagrange multiplier as χ̃ = eχ

and working at a generic point in phase space, in particular e 6= 0. All variables (E, t, pa, xa, e, χ̃)

give rise to primary constraints

πE = 0 , πt − E = 0 , πa
p = 0 , πa

x − pa = 0 , πe = 0 , πχ̃ = 0 . (2.34)

Their stability entails the secondary constraints

~p 2 −m2 = 0 , E = 0 . (2.35)

Among the total of 6 + 2d constraints there are 4 first-class constraints and 2 + 2d second-class

constraints. This leads to a total of 2×(4+2d)−2×4−(2+2d) = 2×(d−1) propagating degrees

of freedom as expected from the Carroll tachyon [13, 34]. This can be again be interpreted in

terms of a Euclidean evolution, similar to the magnetic massless Galilei case. By contrast, the

magnetic massless Galilei particle had 2 × d degrees of freedom since the energy E could take

any constant value there, whereas here it is constrained to E = 0.

We also record the gauge-invariances of (2.31)

δλ,σe = λ̇ , δλ,σt = λ , δλ,σχ̃ = σ̇ , δλ,σx
a = σpa , δλ,σp

a = 0 , δλ,σE = 0 . (2.36)

Similarly to the electric Galilei case, we could introduce modified Carroll boosts δ̃C by adding

trivial transformations such that

δ̃C~p = 0 , δ̃Cχ = −
~β · ~x

e
. (2.37)

Moreover, there is the possibility of using a modified dispersion relation by replacing ~p 2 in the

mass-shell constraint by an arbitrary function of ~p 2.

The commutator of two Carroll boosts on χ is

[δβ1 , δβ2 ]χ = 0 . (2.38)

There is no new transformation occurring in this case, unlike (2.29) where a trivial transforma-

tion arose. The symmetry algebra of the magnetic massive Carroll particle is therefore the usual

Carroll algebra (2.10) and is closed, just like in the electric case.

3 From the world-line to field theory

In order to construct scalar field theories from the above particle Lagrangians, in particular from

the mass-shell constraints, we realise the momenta as differential operators on the scalar field φ.

In particular, we will think of pa and E as derivatives −i∂aφ and iφ̇ ≡ i∂tφ. The field theories

without Lagrange multipliers arise from enforcing the mass-shell constraints by sandwiching

with the real scalar field.
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3.1 Magnetic Galilei scalar field

The scalar field theory corresponding to (2.1) is obtained from the constraint ~p 2 −m2 = 0. In

fact, following the Dirac procedure the constraint implies the wave equation for the scalar field

φ(t, ~x)

(

∂a∂
a +m2

)

φ(t, ~x) = 0 . (3.1)

This wave equation can be derived from the Lagrangian

LmG =
1

2
φ(t, ~x)

(

∂a∂
a +m2

)

φ(t, ~x) = −
1

2
(∂aφ(t, ~x))

2 +
1

2
m2φ(t, ~x)2 . (3.2)

This Lagrangian can also be obtained from the non-relativistic limit of a tachyonic relativistic

Klein–Gordon field [3]. The Galilei boost δGE = ~β · ~p from (2.2) translates into the following

transformation of the field:

δGφ = t βa∂aφ , (3.3)

which is the corresponding transport term associated to the Galilean boosts in configuration

space. For completeness, we also list the transformation of the field under the remaining elements

of the Galilei algebra, each parametrised by their own parameters,

δBφ = t βa∂aφ , δTφ = ǫa∂aφ , (3.4a)

δHφ(0) = η∂tφ , δJφ(0) = ωabxa∂bφ . (3.4b)

Let us remark on the fate of the nilpotency (1.3) of the Galilei transformations in field theory.

Clearly, the behaviour (3.3) under boosts is not two-step nilpotent. But since this is solely the

transport term of the nilpotent Galilei boost in configuration space, this is the correct field

theory analogue. This fact will be crucial for finding another Galilei-invariant theory below.

We also note that, since the variable t is a spectator variable in the Lagrangian (3.2), the

proper evolution equation is to be thought of as Euclidean, similar to the particle case in sec-

tion 2.1.

3.2 Electric Carroll scalar field

The scalar Carroll field theory corresponding to (2.7) is obtained from the constraint E 2−m2 =

0. The wave equation for the scalar field φ(t, ~x) is

(

∂ 2
t +m2

)

φ(t, ~x) = 0, (3.5)

The Lagrangian of scalar field theory corresponding to the massive Carroll particle La-

grangian (2.7) is

LeC =
1

2
φ
[

−∂2
t −m2

]

φ =
1

2
(∂tφ)

2 −
1

2
m2φ2 (3.6)
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so that this dynamics is unrestricted. This Lagrangian can also be obtained from a non-

relativistic limit of a relativistic massive Klein–Gordon field [3].

The Lagrangian is quasi-invariant under the Carroll transformations

δKφ = ~x · ~β∂tφ , δTφ = ǫa∂aφ , (3.7a)

δHφ = η∂t , δJφ = ωabxa∂bφ . (3.7b)

A canonical analysis here gives two physical degrees of freedom in phase space which is

reasonable in view of section 2.2.

3.3 Electric Galilei scalar field

We now apply the strategy outlined in the introduction to the Galilei and Carroll field theories

above. The seed Lagrangian for obtaining another Galilei theory is the Carroll scalar Lagrangian

(3.6) which is not invariant under the Galilei transformations (3.4). In order to get Galilei

invariance as for the particle case we add the field theory analogue of the term ~χ · ~p to the seed

Lagrangian. We have

LeG =
1

2
φ
(

−∂2
t −m2

)

φ− χa∂aφ =
1

2
φ̇2 −

1

2
m2φ2 − χa∂aφ . (3.8)

This is (quasi-)invariant under (3.3) and

δGχ
a = t βb∂bχ

a + βaφ̇ . (3.9)

The transformation of χa can be understood as follows. The first term is the ‘translation term’

that comes from the transformation of the argument of the field just as in (3.3) while the second

term can be understood from (2.21). This is in agreement with the corresponding construction

in the particle model and the reinterpretation of the nilpotency of the boost transformation.

More explicitly, ignoring the transport term, we have

χa → φ̇→ ∂aφ→ 0 . (3.10)

Instead of applying the canonical formalism to study the number of degrees of freedom (per

spatial point) of the Lagrangian (3.8), we look at the solutions of the equations of motion

φ̈+m2φ− ∂aχ
a = 0 , ∂aφ = 0 . (3.11)

The second of these implies that φ is only a function of time t which then by the first implies

that ∂aχ
a is also only a function of time. The most general solution can then be written as

φ(t, ~x) = φ(t) , χa(t, ~x) =
1

3
xa

(

φ̈(t) +m2φ(t)
)

+ αa(t) + εabc∂bγc(t, ~x) , (3.12)

where φ(t) and αa(t) are arbitrary functions of time while γa(t, ~x) is an arbitrary function of

space and time and we have written this term for D = 3 + 1 for simplicity.
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The Lagrangian (3.8) has a gauge invariance under the local transformations

δλφ = ∂aλ
a , δλχ

a = λ̈a +m2λa , (3.13)

where the gauge parameter has to satisfy ∂a∂bλ
b(t, ~x) = 0. This in turn means that

λa(t, ~x) =
1

3
xaf(t) + ga(t) + εabc∂bhc(t, ~x) , (3.14)

which implies that the solution (3.12) is gauge-equivalent to the trivial solution. Therefore, there

are no local bulk physical degrees of freedom contained in the field theory described by (3.8).

This is in agreement with the particle model analysed in section 2.3. It would be interesting

to investigate the possible boundary degrees of freedom that can arise by imposing appropriate

boundary conditions.

3.4 Magnetic Carroll scalar field

In this case the seed Lagrangian is the Galilei invariant scalar theory (3.2), which is not invariant

under the Carroll transformation (3.7). In order to get Carroll invariance we add the field theory

analogue of the term χE in the particle case. We have

LmC = −
1

2
(∂aφ)

2 +
1

2
m2φ2 − χ∂tφ . (3.15)

Note that we have a restriction on the dynamics due to presence of the variable χ.

The boost transformations are

δCφ = ~β · ~x ∂tφ , δCχ = ~β · ~x ∂tχ− βi∂iφ . (3.16)

and leave the Lagrangian quasi-invariant. The first terms in the transformations of φ and χ

correspond to the transport terms due to the Carroll transformation. The second term of the

transformation of χ is the field theory implementation of the particle transformation of the

variable χ, δCχ = ~p · ~β.

Note that in this case the Lagrange multiplier can be understood as the momentum of φ,

χ = −πφ, and the action (3.15) can be written as

LmC = πφ∂tφ−
1

2

(

(∂aφ)
2 −m2φ2

)

(3.17)

which for m = 0 is an agreement with the magnetic Carroll Hamiltonian action of [26].

Let us also consider the equations of motion associated with the field theory (3.15):

∂a∂
aφ+m2φ+ χ̇ = 0 , φ̇ = 0 . (3.18)

The last constraint signifies that φ(t, ~x) only depends on ~x and therefore χ̇ also only depends

on ~x. The most general solution can then be written as

φ(t, ~x) = φ(~x) , χ(t, ~x) = −t
(

∂a∂
aφ(~x) +m2φ(~x)

)

+ a(~x) (3.19)

for arbitrary φ(~x) and a(~x) of the spatial position.

The action (3.15) has no gauge invariance and therefore there are two independent quantities

per spatial point. The theory therefore describes propagating degrees of freedom just as the

particle model discussed in section 2.4.
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4 Vector fields and p-forms

In this section we extend the discussion from the scalar field theories in the previous section to

vector field theories and, even more, to non-linear Yang-Mills theories and p-form field theories.

We will take a slightly different approach here where we consider Maxwell theories in the presence

of gravity.

Our starting point is the following Lagrangian describing Maxwell’s theory coupled to general

relativity:

E−1Lrel = −
1

4
Eµ

AE
ρAEν

BE
σBFµνFρσ . (4.1)

Here Eµ
A is the Vierbein field, E = detEµ

A and Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the usual Maxwell

field strength. This Lagrangian corresponds to the following equations of motion and Bianchi

identities:

DBFBA = 0 , D[AFBC] = 0 , (4.2)

where DA = EA
µDµ and Dµ represents a Lorentz-covariant derivative with DµFAB = ∂µFAB +

2Ωµ[A
CFB]C . The action corresponding to the Lagrangian (4.1) and the equations of motion (4.2)

are invariant under the following general coordinate transformations, local Lorentz rotations and

U(1) gauge transformations with parameters ξµ,ΛA
B and Λ, repectively:

δAµ = ξλ∂λAµ + ∂µξ
λAλ + ∂µΛ , (4.3a)

δEµ
A = ξλ∂λEµ

A + ∂µξ
λEλ

A +ΛA
BEµ

B . (4.3b)

which imply the transformation rules

δFµν = ξλ∂λFµν + 2∂[µξ
λFλν] , (4.4a)

δE = ∂λ(Eξλ) . (4.4b)

To define a non-Lorentzian limit we will first redefine the gravitational fields and the Maxwell

gauge field thereby introducing a (dimensionless) contraction parameter ω and next take the limit

by taking ω →∞. Making use of these redefinitions we first consider the vector field analogue

of the magnetic Galilei and electric Carroll scalar field theories discussed in the previous section.

They lead to non-Lorentzian theories without a Lagrange multiplier and, therefore, without

constraints. Next, we will consider the analogues of the electric Galilei and magnetic Carroll

scalar field theories that do contain a Lagrange multiplier. We will show that the results obtained

by taking a limit using the quadratic divergence trick (1.4) are the same as the ones that can

be obtained by applying the seed Lagrangian method.

4.1 Magnetic Galilean Maxwell

To define the Galilean limit and derive the resulting symmetries, we redefine the Vierbein field

Eµ
A and the Lorentz parameters ΛAB as follows [10]:

Galilean redefinition : Eµ
0 = ωτµ , Eµ

a = eµ
a , Eµ

0 =
1

ω
τµ , Eµ

a = eµa , (4.5a)

Λ0a = ω−1βa , Λab = λab . (4.5b)
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Here, the flat Lorentz index was split according to A = (0, a) and we have introduced the boost-

type parameter βa. We furthermore relabel Aµ = aµ. These redefinitions lead to the following

boost transformation rules (omitting the transport terms)

δτµ =
1

ω2
βaeµ

a , δτµ = −βaeµa , (4.6a)

δeµ
a = βaτµ , δeµa = −

1

ω2
τµβa , (4.6b)

such that in the limit ω →∞ we are left with the following non-trivial transformation rules:

δGτ
µ = −βaeµa , δGeµ

a = βaτµ . (4.7)

The subscript G serves as a reminder that these are the boosts after the contraction to the

Galilei symmetry (up to transport terms). We note that, after taking the limit, the boosts are

two-step nilpotent on τµ and eµ
a similar to (2.3).

Substituting the Galilean redefinitions (4.5) into the relativistic Lagrangian (4.1) we obtain

the following redefined Lagrangian6

e−1Lrel = +
1

2ω2
τµτνfµafν

a −
1

4
fabf

ab , (4.8)

where e = det(τµ, eµ
a) and fab = ea

µeb
νfµν with fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ. Note that this is still

a relativistic Lagrangian that is invariant under the relativistic boost transformations given in

eqs. (4.6a) and (4.6b).

Taking the limit ω →∞, we obtain

e−1LmG−Maxwell = −
1

4
ea

µeaρeb
νebσfµνfρσ , (4.9)

that is invariant under the following boost transformations:7

δGeµ
a = βaτµ . (4.10)

Decomposing also the curved indices according to µ = (t, i) and imposing the following gauge

fixing conditions corresponding to a flat spacetime

τµ = δµ
t , et

a = 0 , ei
a = δi

a , (4.11)

we obtain the following flat spacetime magnetic Galilean Maxwell Lagrangian:

LmG−Maxwell,flat = −
1

4
fabf

ab . (4.12)

The boost symmetries of this Lagrangian are the residual transformations of the gauge fixing

conditions (4.11):

∂tξ
a + βa = 0 , (4.13)

6We have ignored an overall factor of ω due to the fact that E−1 = ω
−1

e
−1 which can be absorbed by making

an additional redefinition of the Maxwell field.
7We do not give the general coordinate transformations and the spatial rotations since these are manifest.
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which gives a transport term with ξa = −t βa or (note that a0 is absent in the Lagrangian.)

δGab = −t β
c∂cab −→ δGfab = −t β

c∂cfab . (4.14)

Due to the absence of the field a0 in the flat spacetime Lagrangian (4.12) there is an emergent

Stückelberg symmetry δa0(x) = ρ(x) while the field equation corresponding to a0 does not follow

from the non-relativistic Lagrangian (4.12). The situation is very similar to what happens when

taking the limit of Neveu–Schwarz gravity where the Poisson equation of the Newton potential

is missing [43]. The single missing equation of motion in this case is the equation ~∇ · ~E = 0

which is obtained by taking the limit of the relativistic equations of motion. Denoting the

missing equation of motion with M and denoting the set of three equations of motion that do

follow from the non-relativistic Lagrangean (4.12) with NR, the complete set of non-relativistic

equations of motion form a reducible but indecomposable representation under Galilean boosts

which means that under boosts the missing equation of motion M transforms to the equations

of motion NR but not the other way around. In other words, we have the following chain:

M −→ NR −→ 0 . (4.15)

The flat spacetime case discussed here is precisely the magnetic Galilean Maxwell theory

discussed in [44]. It is called magnetic since in the limit the magnetic field dominates over the

electric field:

F0a =
1

ω
f0a , Fab = fab (4.16)

We have shown how this theory can be coupled to Galilean gravity. The authors of [44] also

discuss a second so-called electric limit where the electric field dominates the magnetic field.

This case is not included in our discussion.

4.2 Electric Carrollian Maxwell

In the Carrollian case we redefine the gravitational fields as follows [10]:

Carrollian redefinition : Eµ
0 = ω−1τµ , Eµ

a = eµ
a , Eµ

0 = ωτµ , Eµ
A = eµa , (4.17a)

Λ0a = ω−1βa , Λab = βab . (4.17b)

Combining this Carrollian redefinition with the gauge field redefinition

Aµ = ω−1aµ (4.18)

we obtain the following Lagrangian:

e−1Lrel = −
1

2
τµτνfµafν

a −
1

4
ω−2 fabf

ab , (4.19)

which, after taking the limit ω → ∞ leads to the following electric Carrollian Maxwell La-

grangian:

e−1LeC−Maxwell = −
1

2
τµτνeρae

σafµρfνσ . (4.20)
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Ignoring transport terms, this Lagrangian is invariant under the following Carroll boost trans-

formations with parameter βa:

δCτµ = βaeµ
a , δCτ

µ = 0 , δCeµ
a = 0 , δCe

µ
a = −βaτ

µ . (4.21)

Imposing the same gauge-fixing conditions (4.11) as in the Galilean case, we obtain the following

flat spacetime Lagrangian [31] (see also [26,45])

LeC−Maxwell,flat = −
1

2
f0af0

a . (4.22)

Under Carroll boost transformations, this flat spacetime Lagrangian only transforms with a

transport term under time translations with parameter ξt given by ξt = −βaxa.

Although the Lagrangian (4.20) only depends on the electric field, there seems to be no

emerging Stückelberg symmetry in this case.

4.3 Electric Galilean Maxwell

As an alternative to the seed Lagrangian approach, we now consider a second Galilean limit

that involves on the one hand the same Galilean redefinition (4.5) of the gravitational fields but

on the other hand makes use of the following different gauge field redefinition:

Aµ = ω aµ . (4.23)

This leads to the following Lagrangian:

e−1Lrel = +
1

2
τµτνfµafν

a −
1

4
ω2 fabf

ab , (4.24)

with fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ. Applying the quadratic divergence trick (1.4) we obtain after taking

the limit ω →∞ the following electric Galilean Maxwell Lagrangian:

e−1LeG−Maxwell = +
1

2
τµτνea

ρeaσfµρfνσ +
1

2
χab fab , (4.25)

Note that fab = ea
µeb

νFµν is invariant under boosts because ea
µ is boost-invariant. The first

term in the above Lagrangian transforms under boosts as:

+ βbfabτ
νeaσfνσ (4.26)

which is canceled by the following boost transformation of the Lagrange multiplier:

δGχ
ab = +2β[aτµeb]νfµν . (4.27)

Alternatively, the transformation rule of the Lagrange multiplier χab can be obtained by first

determining its transformation rule before taking the limit where the Lagrange multiplier can

be solved for as χab = −ω2fab or

δχab = −ω2δfab = −ω2δ
(

eµ[aeνb]fµν
)

. (4.28)
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Substituting the boost transformation of eµa before taking the limit as given in (4.6b) and next

taking the limit ω →∞ one obtains precisely the transformation rule (4.27).

One may verify that the commutator of two boost transformations, with parameters βa
1 , β

a
2 ,

on the Lagrange multiplier χab closes up to a trivial symmetry with parameter σab = −σba given

by

δGχ
ab = σc[afc

b] with σab = 4β
[a
2 β

b]
1 . (4.29)

For a flat spacetime the Lagrangian (4.25) reduces to

LeG−Maxwell,flat = +
1

2
f0af0

a +
1

2
χab fab , (4.30)

Under boosts all fields now transform with a transport term which adds up to a total derivative.

Besides these transport terms we also have

δGa0 = −β
bab → δGf0a = −βbfba , and δGχ

ab = +2β[af0
b] (4.31)

such that the boost transformation of the first term in (4.30) cancels against the boost transfor-

mation of the second term. Note that the first term in this Lagrangian is precisely the electric

Carrollian Maxwell seed Lagrangian (4.20). The second Lagrange multiplier term in (4.30) is

needed to compensate for the non-Galilean boost invariance of the leading f0af0
a term whose

boost variation under Galilean boosts is proportional to fab. In contrast, f0a is already invari-

ant under Carrollian boosts and, therefore, the corresponding electric Carrollian Maxwell seed

Lagrangian (4.20) is given by the f0af0
a term only.

4.4 Magnetic Carrollian Maxwell

Substituting the Carrollian redefinitions (4.17) of the gravitational fields into the relativistic

Lagrangian (4.1) and relabeling Aµ = aµ we obtain the following Lagrangian:

e−1Lrel = −
1

2
ω2τµτνfµafν

a −
1

4
fabf

ab . (4.32)

Applying the quadratic divergence trick (1.4) thereby introducing a Lagrange multiplier χa and

taking the limit ω →∞, we obtain the following magnetic Carrollian Maxwell Lagrangian:

e−1LmC−Maxwell = χaτνfνa −
1

4
fabf

ab , (4.33)

which in flat spacetime yields the Lagrangian

LmC−Maxwell,flat = χaf0a −
1

4
fabf

ab , (4.34)

We identify the second term as the magnetic Galilean Maxwell seed Lagrangian (4.9). This

alternative seed method of constructing new Galilean or Carrollian Maxwell theories is based

on the following transformation property of the Maxwell curvature tensor under Galilean and

Carrollian boosts in curved spacetime:

Galilean boosts : f0a → fab → 0 , (4.35a)

Carrollian boosts : fab → f0a → 0 . (4.35b)
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Starting from the magnetic Galilean Maxwell Lagrangian (4.9), we see that this Lagrangian

is indeed invariant, due to property (4.35a), under Galilean boosts but that, due to property

(4.35b), the same Lagrangian transforms under Carrollian boosts to a term proportional to f0a.

Since, according to property (4.35b), f0a itself is invariant under Carrollian boosts, such a term

can always be cancelled by adding a term χaf0a to the Lagrangian where χa is a Lagrange

multiplier that transforms under Carrolian boosts such that the Lagrangian is invariant. This

leads to the magnetic Carrollian Maxwell Lagrangian (4.33) where the Lagrange multiplier χa

transforms under Carrolian boosts (ignoring the standard transport term) as follows:

δCχ
a = βb f

ab . (4.36)

4.5 Yang–Mills

The results obtained in this section on Maxwell can be easily generalized to the Yang–Mills

case. The only place where one has to be careful is when we perform the Maxwell gauge field

redefinition Aµ = ω±1aµ and make use of the fact that the Lagrangian is quadratic in the fields.

The same overall scaling of the Lagrangian can be obtained in the Yang–Mills case by making

an additional redefinition of the Yang–Mills coupling constant G

G = g/ω±1 , (4.37)

such that

F I
µν = ω±1f I

µν with f I
µν = 2∂[µa

I
ν] + gf I

JKaJµa
K
ν . (4.38)

We note that Carrollian limits of abelian and non-abelian gauge theories have been studied

in [46] and more recently in [45] where several models have been obtained by a different method.

Some of the models obtained there agree with our results.

4.6 p-forms

The analysis above can be repeated for an (abelian) anti-symmetric p-form potential Aµ1...µp

with relativistic field strength Fµ1...µp+1 = (p + 1)∂[µ1
Aµ2...µp+1]. The relativistic Lagrangian in

flat space is

Lp = −
1

2(p+ 1)!
Fµ1...µp+1F

µ1...µp+1 . (4.39)

This theory can be coupled to gravity in the standard way, but we shall not display this coupling

explicitly and content ourselves with the final flat space expressions.

Since the analysis is parallel to the one for the Maxwell field with p = 1 we only state the

final results. The magnetic Galilei limit is

LmG-p, flat = −
1

2(p+ 1)!
fa1...ap+1f

a1...ap+1 , (4.40)

while the electric one becomes

LeG-p, flat =
1

2p!
f0a1...apf0

a1...ap +
1

(p+ 1)!
χa1...ap+1fa1...ap+1 . (4.41)
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The Carrollian limits are for the electric case

LeC-p, flat = −
1

2p!
f0a1...apf

0a1...ap , (4.42)

while the magnetic one is

LmC-p, flat = −
1

2(p + 1)!
fa1...ap+1f

a1...ap+1 +
1

p!
χa1...apf0a1...ap . (4.43)

For p = 0, these theories reduce to the ones in section 3 in the case m = 0. For p = 1, we

re-obtain the Maxwell theories discussed in the beginning of this section.
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A Massive Galilei as a seed

In this appendix, we consider the massive Galilei particle whose symmetry algebra is the

Bargmann algebra that is the central extension of the Galilei algebra (2.4) by a central gen-

erator M appearing in the commutator

[Ba, Pb] = δabM . (A.1)

The canonical particle Lagrangian for mass m > 0 is given by

LB = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−
e

2

(

2mE − ~p 2
)

, (A.2)

showing the standard non-relativistic energy of a massive particle.

The Bargmann boosts now act as

δBx
a = βa t , δBp

a = mβa , (A.3a)

δBt = 0 , δBE = ~β · ~p (A.3b)

along with δBe = 0. Comparing these transformations with (2.2) we see that the transformation

of pa has changed and that now there is a three-step nilpotency

E −→ pa −→ m −→ 0 . (A.4)

The symplectic term is no longer strictly invariant but transforms into a total derivative. This

gives rise to modified Noether charges, implying a central in their algebra as shown in (A.1).
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Treating the Lagrangian (A.2) as a seed, we can apply the Carroll transformations (2.8)

(without any deformation for general D) to it and obtain

δCLB = e~β · ~pE = δC (χE) , (A.5)

if the thus introduced Lagrange multiplier χ transforms as

δCχ = e~β · ~p (A.6)

as before. Here, we relied again upon the two-step nilpotency of the Carroll transformations (2.8)

since there is no central extension of the Carroll algebra for D > 2.

Therefore we conclude that the Lagrangian

LC = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−
e

2

(

2mE − ~p 2
)

− χE (A.7)

is invariant under Carroll transformations. Performing a canonical analysis one finds no degrees

of freedom. This can be traced back to the constraints now including E = ~p 2

2m = 0, implying

~p = 0 which is stronger than the condition encountered for the magnetic massive Carroll particle

in section 2.4.

We also consider the opposite direction, i.e., starting from a Carroll-invariant Lagrangian

and aim to make it Bargmann-invariant. For illustration, we start from the time-like massive

Carroll theory (see (2.7))

LeC = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−
e

2

(

−E2 +m2
)

(A.8)

and consider the action of the Bargmann boosts (A.3) on it (up to total derivatives):

δBLeC = eEδBE = eEβapa . (A.9)

Since pa is not invariant under Bargmann boosts, we cannot make this Lagrangian invariant by

adding a single Lagrange multiplier χa as in section 2.3. This is also reflected in the three-step

nilpotency (A.4). The resolution is to introduce two Lagrange multiplier variables χa and ϕ in

the form

LB = −Eṫ+ ~p · ~̇x−
e

2

(

−E2 +m2
)

− χapa −mϕ (A.10)

with Bargmann boost transformations

δBχ
a = eEβa , δBϕ = −βaχa . (A.11)

This system is invariant under Bargmann boosts but has no physical degrees of freedom. The

variables now form a five-step nilpotent chain under boosts

ϕ −→ χa −→ E −→ pa −→ m −→ 0 . (A.12)

This method of resolving the invariance of a Lagrangian with a three-step nilpotency can be

generalised to n-step chains in a straight-forward manner.
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For 1+1 dimensions, the Carroll algebra also admits a central extension and the isomorphism

between unextended Galilei and Carroll extends to this case. The map (2.11) can be applied to

the Bargmann Lagrangian (A.2) in 1 + 1 dimensions to yield

LextC = −Eṫ+ pẋ+
e

2
(2mp + E2) (A.13)

which reduces to

LextC =
mṫ2

2ẋ
. (A.14)

on a physical branch after integrating out the auxiliary variables.
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